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ABSTRACT
Gaia16aye was a binary microlensing event discovered in the direction towards the northern Galactic disc and was one of the first
microlensing events detected and alerted to by the Gaia space mission. Its light curve exhibited five distinct brightening episodes,
reaching up to I=12 mag, and it was covered in great detail with almost 25,000 data points gathered by a network of telescopes. We
present the photometric and spectroscopic follow-up covering 500 days of the event evolution. We employed a full Keplerian binary
orbit microlensing model combined with the motion of Earth and Gaia around the Sun to reproduce the complex light curve. The
photometric data allowed us to solve the microlensing event entirely and to derive the complete and unique set of orbital parameters
of the binary lensing system. We also report on the detection of the first-ever microlensing space-parallax between the Earth and
Gaia located at L2. The properties of the binary system were derived from microlensing parameters, and we found that the system is
composed of two main-sequence stars with masses 0.57±0.05 M and 0.36±0.03 M at 780 pc, with an orbital period of 2.88 years
and an eccentricity of 0.30. We also predict the astrometric microlensing signal for this binary lens as it will be seen by Gaia as well
as the radial velocity curve for the binary system. Events such as Gaia16aye indicate the potential for the microlensing method of
probing the mass function of dark objects, including black holes, in directions other than that of the Galactic bulge. This case also
emphasises the importance of long-term time-domain coordinated observations that can be made with a network of heterogeneous
telescopes.
Key words. stars:individual: Gaia16aye-L – gravitational lensing: micro – techniques:photometric – binaries:general
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1. Introduction
Measuring the masses of stars or stellar remnants is one of
the most challenging tasks in modern astronomy. Binary sys-
tems were the first to facilitate mass measurement through the
Doppler effect in radial velocity measurements (e.g. Popper
1967), leading to the mass-luminosity relation and an advance-
ment in the understanding of stellar evolution (e.g. Paczyn´ski
1971; Pietrzyn´ski et al. 2010). However, these techniques re-
quire the binary components to emit detectable amounts of light,
often demanding large-aperture telescopes and sensitive instru-
ments. In order to study the invisible objects, in particular stellar
remnants such as neutron stars or black holes, other means of
mass measurement are necessary. Recently, the masses of black
holes were measured when a close binary system tightened its
orbit and emitted gravitational waves (e.g. Abbott et al. 2016),
yielding unexpectedly high masses that were not observed be-
fore (e.g. Abbott et al. 2017; Belczynski et al. 2016; Bird et al.
2016). Because of the low merger rates, gravitational wave ex-
periment detections are limited to very distant galaxies. Other
means of mass measurement are therefore required to probe the
faint and invisible populations in the Milky Way and its vicinity.
Gravitational microlensing allows for detection and study of
binary systems regardless of the amount of light they emit and
regardless of the radial velocities of the components, as long as
the binary crosses the line of sight to a star that is bright enough
to be observed. Therefore, this method offers an opportunity to
detect binary systems that contain planets (e.g. Gould & Loeb
1992; Albrow et al. 1998; Bond et al. 2004; Udalski et al. 2005),
planets orbiting a binary system of stars (e.g. Poleski et al. 2014;
Bennett et al. 2016), and black holes or other dark stellar rem-
nants (e.g. Shvartzvald et al. 2015).
Typically, searches for microlensing events are conducted in
the direction of the Galactic bulge because of the high stellar
density, potential sources and lenses, and the high microlens-
ing optical depth (e.g. Kiraga & Paczynski 1994; Udalski et al.
1994b; Paczynski 1996; Wozniak et al. 2001; Sumi et al. 2013;
Udalski et al. 2015a; Wyrzykowski et al. 2015; Mróz et al. 2017).
The regions of the Galactic plane outside of the bulge have occa-
sionally also been monitored in the past for microlensing events,
however, even though the predicted rates of events were orders of
magnitude lower (e.g. Han 2008; Gaudi et al. 2008). Derue et al.
(2001) first published microlensing events that were detected
during the long-term monitoring of the selected disc fields. Two
serendipitous discoveries of bright microlensing events outside
of the bulge were reported by amateur observers, the Tago event
(Fukui et al. 2007; Gaudi et al. 2008), and the Kojima-1 event
(Nucita et al. 2018; Dong et al. 2019; Fukui et al. 2019), which
has a signature of a planet next to the lens. The first binary mi-
crolensing event in the Galactic disc was reported in Rahal et al.
(2009) (GSA14), but its light curve was too poorly sampled in
order to conclude on the parameters of the binary lens.
The best-sampled light curves come from bulge surveys,
such as MACHO (Alcock et al. 1997; Popowski et al. 2001),
the Expérience pour la Recherche d’Objets Sombres (EROS)
(Hamadache et al. 2006), the Optical Gravitational Lensing Ex-
periment (OGLE) (Udalski et al. 1994b, 2000, 2015a), the Mi-
crolensing Observations in Astrophysics (MOA) (Yock 1998;
Sumi et al. 2013), and the Korean Microlensing Telescope Net-
work (KMNet) (Kim et al. 2016). In particular, the OGLE project
has been monitoring the Galactic bulge regularly since 1992 and
was the first to report on a binary microlensing event in 1993
?? name pronunciation: Woocash Vizhikovski
??? deceased
(Udalski et al. 1994a). Binary microlensing events constitute
about 10% of all events reported by the microlensing surveys
of the bulge. The binary lens differs from a single lens when the
component separation on the sky is of order of their Einstein ra-
dius Paczynski (1996); Gould (2000), which is computed as
θE =
√
κML(pil − pis), κ ≡ 4Gc2 ≈ 8.144 mas M
−1
 , (1)
where ML is the total mass of the binary and pil and pis are par-
allaxes of the lens and the source, respectively. For the condi-
tions in the Galaxy and a typical mass of the lens, the size of
the Einstein ring is about 1 milliarcsecond (1 mas). Instead of a
circular Einstein ring as in the case of a single lens (or very tight
binary system), two (or more) lensing objects produce a com-
plex curve on the sky, shaped by the mass ratio and projected
separation of the components. This is called the critical curve.
In the source plane this curve turns into a caustic curve (as op-
posed to a point in the case of a single lens), which denotes the
places where the source is infinitely amplificated (e.g. Bozza
2001; Rattenbury 2009). As the source and the binary lens move,
their relative proper motion changes the position of the source
with respect to the caustics. Depending on this position, there
are three (when the source is outside of the caustic) or five (in-
side the caustic) images of the source. Images also change their
location as well as their size, therefore the combined light of
the images we observe changes the observed amplification, with
the most dramatic changes at the caustic crossings. In a typical
binary lensing event the source–lens trajectory can be approxi-
mated with a straight line (e.g. Jaroszynski et al. 2004; Skowron
et al. 2007). If the line crosses the caustic, it produces a charac-
teristic U-shaped light curve because the amplification increases
steeply as the source approaches the caustic and remains high in-
side the caustic (e.g. Witt & Mao 1995). If the source approaches
one of the caustic cusps, the light curve shows a smooth increase,
similar to a single lensing event. Identifying all these features in
the light curve helps constrain the shape of the caustic and hence
the parameters of the binary. An additional annual parallax ef-
fect causes the trajectory of the source to curve, which probes
the caustic shape at multiple locations (e.g. An & Gould 2001;
Skowron et al. 2009; Udalski et al. 2018) and thus helps con-
strain the solution of the binary system better.
The situation becomes more complex when a binary sys-
tem rotates while lensing, which causes the binary configuration
on the sky to change. This in turn changes the shape and size
of the caustic (Albrow et al. 2000). In the case of most binary
microlensing events the effect of the orbital motion can be ne-
glected because the orbital periods are often much longer (typ-
ically years) than the duration of the event (typically weeks).
However, in longer events the orbital motion has to be taken
into account in the model. Together with the source–lens relative
motion and the parallax effect, this causes the observed ampli-
fication to vary significantly during the event and may generate
multiple crossings of the caustic and amplification due to cusp
approach (e.g. Skowron et al. 2009). However, in rare cases,
such a complex event allows us not only to measure the mass
and distance of the lens, but also to derive all orbital parameters
of the binary. The first such case was found by the OGLE sur-
vey in the event OGLE-2009-BLG-020 (Skowron et al. 2011),
and its orbital parameters found in the model were verified with
radial velocity measurement (Yee et al. 2016). The orbital mo-
tion was also modelled in the MOA-2011-BLG-090 and OGLE-
2011-BLG-0417 events (Shin et al. 2012), but the former was
too faint and the latter was not confirmed with radial velocity
data (Boisse et al. 2015; Bachelet et al. 2018).
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Additional information that helps constrain the parameters
of the system may also come from space parallax (e.g. Refs-
dal 1966; Gould 1992; Gould et al. 2009). This is now being
routinely done by observing microlensing events from the Earth
and Spitzer or Kepler, separated by more than 1 au (e.g. Udalski
et al. 2015b; Yee et al. 2015; Calchi Novati & Scarpetta 2016;
Shvartzvald et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2016; Poleski et al. 2016).
The most difficult parameter to measure, however, is the size
of the Einstein radius. It can be found when the finite source ef-
fects are detected, when the angular source size is large enough
to experience a significant gradient in the magnification near the
centre of the Einstein ring or the binary lens caustic (e.g. Yoo
et al. 2004; Zub et al. 2011). The measurement of the angular
separation between the luminous lens and the source years or
decades after the event also directly leads to calculation of θE
(e.g. Kozłowski et al. 2007). Otherwise, for dark lenses, the
measurement of θE can only come from astrometric microlens-
ing (Dominik & Sahu 2000; Belokurov & Evans 2002; Lu et al.
2016; Kains et al. 2017; Sahu et al. 2017). As shown in Rybicki
et al. (2018), Gaia will soon provide precise astrometric obser-
vations for microlensing events, which will allow us to measure
θE , but only for events brighter than about V < 15 mag.
Here we present Gaia16aye, a unique event from the Galac-
tic disc, far from the Galactic bulge, which lasted almost two
years and exhibited effects of binary lens rotation, an annual and
space parallax, and a finite source. The very densely sampled
light curve was obtained solely thanks to an early alert from Gaia
and a dedicated ground-based follow-up of tens of observers, in-
cluding amateurs and school pupils. The wealth of photometric
data allowed us to find the unique solution for the binary system
parameters.
The paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe
the history of the detection and the photometric and spectro-
scopic data collected during the follow-up of Gaia16aye. In Sec-
tion 4 we describe the microlensing model we used to reproduce
the data. We then discuss the results in Section 5.
2. Discovery and follow-up of Gaia16aye
Gaia16aye was found during the regular examination of the pho-
tometric data collected by the Gaia mission. Gaia is a space mis-
sion of the European Space Agency (ESA) in science operation
since 2014. Its main goal is to collect high-precision astrometric
data, that is, positions, proper motions, and parallaxes, of all stars
on the sky down to about 20.7 mag in Gaia G band (Gaia Col-
laboration et al. 2016; Evans et al. 2018). While Gaia scans the
sky multiple times, it provides near-real-time photometric data,
which can be used to detect unexpected changes in the bright-
ness or appearance of new objects from all over the sky. This is
dealt with by the Gaia Science Alerts system (Wyrzykowski &
Hodgkin 2012; Hodgkin et al. 2013; Wyrzykowski et al. 2014),
which processes daily portions of the spacecraft data and pro-
duces alerts on potentially interesting transients. The main pur-
pose of the publication of the alerts from Gaia is to enable the
astronomical community to study the unexpected and temporary
events. Photometric follow-up is necessary in particular in the
case of microlensing events in order to fill the gaps between Gaia
observations and subsequently construct a densely sampled light
curve, sensitive to short-lived anomalies and deviations to the
standard microlensing evolution (e.g. Wyrzykowski et al. 2012).
Gaia16aye was identified as an alert in the data chunk from 5
August 2016, processed on 8 August by the Gaia Science Alerts
pipeline (AlertPipe), and published on Gaia Science Alerts web-
pages1 on 9 August 2016, 10:45 GMT. The full Gaia photometry
of Gaia16aye is listed in Table B.1.
The alert was triggered by a significant change in bright-
ness of an otherwise constant-brightness star with G=15.51
mag. The star has a counterpart in the 2MASS cata-
logue as 2MASS19400112+3007533 at RA,Dec (J2000.0) =
19:40:01.14, 30:07:53.36, and its source Id in Gaia DR2 is
2032454944878107008 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Its
Galactic coordinates are l,b = 64.999872, 3.839052 deg, which
locates Gaia16aye well in the northern part of the Galactic Plane
towards the Cygnus constellation (see Fig. 1).
Gaia collected its first observation of this star in October
2014, and until the alert in August 2016, there were no signifi-
cant brightness variation in its light curve. Additionally, this part
of the sky was observed prior to Gaia in 2011–2013 as part of a
Nova Patrol (Sokolovsky et al. 2014), and no previous brighten-
ings were detected at a limiting magnitude of V≈14.2.
In the case of Gaia16aye the follow-up was initiated because
the source at its baseline was relatively bright and easily accessi-
ble for a broad range of telescopes with smaller apertures. More-
over, microlensing events brighter than about G=16 mag will
have Gaia astrometric data of sufficient accuracy in order to de-
tect the astrometric microlensing signal (Rybicki et al. 2018).
For this purpose, we have organised a network of volunteering
telescopes and observers who respond to Gaia alerts, in particu-
lar to microlensing event candidates, and invest their observing
time to provide dense coverage of the light curve. The network
is arranged under the Time-Domain work package of the Euro-
pean Commission’s Optical Infrared Coordination Network for
Astronomy (OPTICON) grant2.
The follow-up observations started immediately after the an-
nouncement of the alert (the list of telescopes and their acronyms
is provided in Tab.1), with the first data points taken on the night
9/10 Aug 2016 with the 0.6m Akdeniz Univ. UBT60 telescope
in the TUBITAK National Observatory, Antalya, the SAI South-
ern Station in Crimea, the pt5m telescope at the Roque de los
Muchachos Observatory on La Palma (Hardy et al. 2015), the
0.8m Telescopi Joan Oro (TJO) at l’Observatori Astronomic del
Montsec, and the 0.8m robotic APT2 telescope in Serra La Nave
(Catania). The data showed a curious evolution and a gradual
rise (0.1 mag/day) in the light curve without change in colour,
which is atypical for many known types of variable and cata-
clysmic variable stars. On the night 13/14 Aug 2016 (HJD′ ≡
HJD-2450000.0 ∼ 7614.5) the object reached a peak V=13.8
mag (B-V=1.6 mag, I=12.2 mag), as detected by ATP2 and TJO,
which was followed by a sudden drop by about 2 magnitudes.
Alerted by the unusual shape of the light curve, we obtained
spectra of Gaia16aye with the 1.22m Asiago telescope on 11 Au-
gust and with the 2.0m Liverpool Telescope (LT, La Palma) on
12 August, which were consistent with a normal K8-M2 type star
(Bakis et al. 2016). The stellar spectra along with the shape of
the light curve implied that Gaia16aye was a binary microlens-
ing event, which was detected by Gaia at its plateau between the
two caustic crossings, and we have observed the caustic exit with
clear signatures of the finite source effects.
The continued follow-up after the first caustic exit revealed a
very slow gradual rise in brightness (around 0.1 mag in a month).
On 17 September 2016, it increased sharply by 2 mag (first spot-
ted by the APT2 telescope), indicating the second caustic en-
try. The caustic crossing again showed a broad and long-lasting
effect of finite source size (flattened peak), lasting for nearly
1 http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia16aye
2 https://www.astro-opticon.org/h2020/network/na4.html
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Fig. 1. Location of Gaia16aye on the sky. Images from Mellinger and DSS were obtained using the Aladin tool.
48 hours between HJD′=7649.4 and 7651.4 and reaching about
V=13.6 mag and I=12 mag. The caustic crossing was densely
covered by the Liverpool Telescope and the 0.6m Ostrowik Ob-
servatory near Warsaw, Poland.
Following the second caustic entry, the object remained very
bright (I∼12-14 mag) and was observed by multiple telescopes
from around the globe, both photometrically and spectroscopi-
cally. The complete list of telescopes and instruments involved
in the follow-up observations of Gaia16aye is shown in Ta-
ble 1, and their parameters are gathered in Table A.1 in the
appendix. In total, more than 25,000 photometric and more
than 20 spectroscopic observations were taken over the pe-
riod of about two years. In early November 2016, the bright-
ness trend changed from falling to rising, as expected for bi-
nary events during the caustic crossing (Nesci 2016; Khami-
tov et al. 2016b). A simple preliminary model for the binary
microlensing event predicted the caustic exit to occur around
November 20.8 UT (HJD′=7713.3) and the caustic crossing to
last about seven hours (Mroz et al. 2016). In order to catch
and cover the caustic exit well, an intensive observing cam-
paign was begun, involving also amateur astronomical associ-
ations (including the British Astronomical Association and the
German Haus der Astronomie) and school pupils. The observa-
tions were also reported live on Twitter (hashtag #Gaia16aye).
A DDT observing time was allocated at the William Herschel
Telescope (WHT/ACAM) and the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo
(TNG/DOLORES) to provide low- and high-resolution spec-
troscopy at times close to the peak. However, the actual peak
occurred about 20 hours later than expected, on 21 November 16
UT (7714.17), and was followed by TRT-GAO, Aries130, CrAO,
AUT25, T60, T100, RTT150 (detection of the fourth caustic
was reported in Khamitov et al. 2016a), Montarrenti, Bialkow,
Ostrowik, Krakow50, OndrejovD50, LT, pt5m, Salerno, and
UCLO, spanning the whole globe, which provided 24-hour cov-
erage of the caustic exit. The sequence of spectroscopic obser-
vations before and at the very peak was taken with the IDS in-
strument on the Isaac Newton Telescope (INT). After the peak
at 11.85 mag in I band, the event brightness smoothly declined,
as caught by Swarthmore24, DEMONEXT, and AAVSO. The
first datapoint taken on the next night from India (Aries130 tele-
scope) showed I=14.33 mag, indicating the complete exit from
the caustic. The event then again began to rise very slowly, with
a rate of 1 mag over four months, and it exhibited a smooth
peak on 5 May 2017 (HJD’=7878), reaching I=13.3 mag (G∼14
mag) (Wyrzykowski et al. 2017). After this, the light curve de-
clined slowly and reached the pre-alert level in November 2017,
at G=15.5 mag. We continued our photometric follow-up for an-
other year to confirm that there was no further re-brightening.
Throughout the event, the All-Sky Automated Survey for Super-
Novae (ASAS-SN) (Shappee et al. 2014; Kochanek et al. 2017a)
observed Gaia16aye serendipitously with a typical cadence of
between two and five days. Its data cover various parts of the
light curve of the event, including the part before the Gaia alert,
where a smooth rise and the first caustic entry occurred.
2.1. Ground-based photometry calibrations
Each observatory processed the raw data with their own stan-
dard data reduction procedures to create bias, dark-subtracted,
and flat-fielded images. Then, the images were solved astromet-
rically, most often with the use of Astrometry.net code (Hogg
et al. 2008; Lang et al. 2010), and the instrumental photometry
for all objects within the field of view was derived with a variety
of tools, including Source EXtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
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Fig. 2. Gaia, ASAS-SN, and follow-up photometric observations of Gaia16aye. Each observatory and observer is marked with a different colour.
The marker is explained in the legend. The figure shows only the follow-up data, which were automatically calibrated using the Cambridge
Photometric Calibration Server. The upper panel shows the entire event, and the bottom panels show a zoom on the second pair of caustic
crossings (left) and a detail of the fourth caustic crossing (right).
and Daophot (Stetson 1987). The lists of detected sources with
their measured instrumental magnitudes were uploaded to the
Cambridge Photometric Calibration Server (CPCS)3, designed
and maintained by Sergey Koposov and Lukasz Wyrzykowski.
The CPCS matches the field stars to a reference catalogue, iden-
tifies the target source, and determines which filter was used for
observations. This tool acted as a central repository for all the
data, but primarily, it standardised the data into a homogenous
3 http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/followup
photometric system. It relied on available archival catalogues of
this patch of the sky (primarily the AAVSO Photometric All-
Sky Survey, APASS, and the Pan-STARRS1 Surveys, PS1) and
derived zero-points for each of the observations. The use of a
common repository allowed for near-real-time tracking of the
evolution of the event, which is particularly important near the
caustic entry and exit. Photometric data were uploaded by the
observers within minutes of the observation, which facilitated
detailed planning of the spectroscopic follow-up.
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Fig. 3. Medium-resolution spectrum of the Gaia16aye event obtained
with the Gaia RVS at the brightest moment of the event as seen by
Gaia at the fourth caustic crossing. The CaII lines of the lensed source
are clearly visible.
The list of all the ground-based photometric observations
is summarised in Table 2 and the photometric observations are
listed in Table C.1 that is available in the appendix. The full table
contains 23,730 entries and is available in the electronic version
of the paper. Figure 2 shows all follow-up measurements col-
lected for Gaia16aye over a period of about one and a half years.
2.2. Gaia data
Since October 2014 Gaia collected 27 observations before the
alert on the 5 August 2016. In total, Gaia observed Gaia16aye
84 times as of November 2018. The G-band photometric data
points collected by Gaia are listed in Table B.1. Photometric un-
certainties are not provided for Gaia alerts, and for this event we
assumed 0.01 mag (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), but as we
show below, these were scaled to about 0.015 mag by requiring
the microlensing model χ2 per degree of freedom to be 1.0. De-
tails of the Gaia photometric system and its calibrations can be
found in Evans et al. (2018).
The on-board Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS) of Gaia,
collects medium-resolution (R∼11,700) spectra over the
wavelength range 845-872 nm centred on the Calcium II triplet
region of objects brighter than V∼17 mag (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2016; Cropper et al. 2018). However, individual spectra
for selected observations are made available already for brighter
Gaia alerts using parts of the RVS data processing pipeline (Sar-
toretti et al. 2018). For Gaia16aye the RVS collected a spectrum
on 21 November 2016, 17:05:47 UT (HJD=2457714.21), see
Figure 3, the moment is caught by Gaia at very high magnifi-
cation, when Gaia16aye reached G=12.91 mag. The exposure
time for the combined three RVS CCDs was 3×4.4 seconds.
2.3. Spectroscopy
Spectroscopic measurements of the event were obtained at vari-
ous stages of its evolution. The list of spectroscopic observations
is presented in Table 3. The very first set of spectra was taken
with the Asiago 1.22 m telescope equipped with the DU440A-
BU2 instrument, the Asiago 1.82 m telescope with AFOSC, and
Fig. 4. Keck Adaptive Optics image of Gaia16aye taken between the
third and fourth caustic crossing. The single star has an FWHM of about
52 mas. No other light sources contribute significantly to the blending
in the event.
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Fig. 5. Spectrum of the source of the Gaia16aye event (blue) taken us-
ing the 2.5 m INT/IDS on 19 November 2016 in comparison with a
synthetic spectrum (red) calculated for the best-fit atmospheric param-
eters. The plot shows the Ca II triplet region, 8400 − 8800 Å.
the SPRAT instrument on the 2 m Liverpool Telescope (LT),
which showed no obvious features seen in outbursting Galac-
tic variables. Other spectra gathered by the 5 m P200 Palomar
Hale Telescope and by ACAM on the 4.2 m William Herschel
Telescope (WHT) confirmed this behaviour. This therefore led
us to conclude that this is a microlensing event.
We did not find significant differences between spectra taken
at various consecutive stages of the event evolution. The features
and general shape of the spectra were the same, regardless of
whether the spectrum was recorded during amplification or in
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the baseline. This allows us to conclude that the spectra were
dominated by radiation from the source, and contribution from
the lens was negligible.
Most of the spectra were obtained in low-resolution mode
(R ≤ 1000) and relatively poor weather conditions, which were
useful for an early classification of the transient as a microlens-
ing event. A more detailed analysis of the low-resolution spectra
will be presented elsewhere (Zielinski M. et al., in prep.)
We also obtained spectra of higher resolution (R ∼ 6500)
with the 2.5 m INT, La Palma, Canary Islands, during three con-
secutive nights on 19 − 21 November 2016. The INT spectra
were obtained using the Intermediate Dispersion Spectrograph
(IDS, Cassegrain Focal Station, 235 mm focal length camera
RED+2) with the grating set to R1200Y, and a dispersion of
0.53Å pixel−1 with a slit width projected onto the sky equal to
1.298′′ (see Tab. 3, spectrum INT 3–5). The exposure time was
400 s for each spectrum centred at wavelength 8100Å.
The spectra were processed by the observers with their own
pipelines or in a standard way using IRAF4 tasks and scripts.
The reduction procedure consisted of the usual bias- and dark-
subtraction, flat-field correction, and wavelength calibration.
2.4. Swift observations
In order to rule out the possibility that Gaia16aye is some type
of cataclysmic variable star outburst, we requested X-ray and ul-
traviolet Swift observations. Swift observed Gaia16aye for 1.5ks
on 18 August 2016. Swift/XRT detected no X-ray source at the
position of the transient with an upper limit of 0.0007±0.0007
cts/s (a single background photon appeared in the source region
during the exposure). Assuming a power-law emission with a
photon index of 2 and HI column density of 43.10 × 1020 cm−2
(corresponding to the total Galactic column density in this di-
rection (Kalberla et al. 2005)), this translates into an unabsorbed
0.3-10 keV flux limit of 5.4 × 10−14 ergs/cm2/s.
No ultraviolet source was detected by the UVOT instru-
ment at the position of the transient. The upper limit at epoch
HJD’=7618.86 was derived as >20.28 mag for UVM2-band
(Vega system).
2.5. Keck adaptive optics imaging
The event was observed with Keck adaptive optics (AO) imaging
on 8 October 2016 (HJD’=7669.7). Figure 4 shows the 10 arcsec
field of view obtained with the Keck AO instrument. The full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the star is about 52 mas.
The image shows a single object with no additional light sources
in its neighbourhood. This indicates that no additional luminous
components contributed to the observed light.
3. Spectroscopy of the source star
During a microlensing event, the variation in the amplification
changes the ratio of the flux from the source, while the blend or
lens light remains at the same level. Therefore, the spectroscopic
data obtained at different amplifications can be used to de-blend
the light of the source from any additional constant components
and to derive the source properties.
4 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observato-
ries, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
In order to obtain the spectral type and stellar parameters
of the Gaia16aye source, we used three spectra gathered by the
2.5 m INT. Based on these spectra we were able to determine
the atmospheric parameters of the microlensing source. We used
a dedicated spectral analysis framework, iSpec5 , which inte-
grates several radiative transfer codes (Blanco-Cuaresma et al.
2014). In our case, the SPECTRUM code was used (Gray &
Corbally 1994), together with well-known Kurucz model atmo-
spheres (Kurucz 1993) and solar abundances of chemical el-
ements taken from Asplund et al. (2009). The list of absorp-
tion lines with atomic data was taken from the VALD database
(Kupka et al. 2011). We modelled synthetic spectra for the whole
wavelength region between 7200–8800 Å. The spectrum that
was synthesized to the observational data with the lowest χ2
value constituted the final fit generated for specific atmospheric
parameters: effective temperature (Teff), surface gravity (log g),
and metallicity ([M/H]). For simplification purposes, we adopted
solar values of micro– and macroturbulence velocities and also
neglected stellar rotation. The resolution of the synthetic spec-
tra was fixed as R = 10 000. We applied this method to all
three INT spectra independently and then averaged the results.
The mean values for the source parameter in Gaia16aye were
as follows: Teff = 3933 ± 135 K, log g = 2.20 ± 1.44, and
[M/H]= 0.08 ± 0.41 dex. Figure 5 presents the best fit of the
synthetic to observational INT spectrum in the same spectral re-
gion as was covered by the RVS spectrum of Gaia16aye, that is,
8400–8800 Å (Ca II triplet), generated for averaged parameter
results. These parameters imply that the microlensing source is a
K5-type giant or a super-giant with solar metallicity. We discuss
the estimate for the source distance in the next section because it
is first necessary to de-blend the light of the lens and the source,
which is possible in the microlensing model. We note that the
asymmetry of the Gaia RVS lines is not visible in the same-
resolution INT/IDS spectrum, and we suspect that the broaden-
ing visible in the Gaia spectrum is a result of a stack of spectra
from separate RVS CCDs.
4. Microlensing model
4.1. Data preparation
The data sets we used in the modelling are listed in Table D.1
in the appendix. Because the microlensing model is complex,
we had to restrict the number of data points that were used. We
chose data sets that cover large parts of the light curve or im-
portant features (such as caustics). Some of the available data
sets were also disregarded because they showed strong system-
atic variations in residuals from the best-fit model, which are not
supported by other data sets. We used observations collected in
the Cousins I or Sloan i band because the signal-to-noise ratio in
these filters is highest. The only exceptions were Gaia (G-band
filter) and ASAS-SN data (V band), which cover large portions
of the light curve, especially before the transient alert.
Calculating microlensing magnifications (especially during
caustic crossings) requires much computational time. We thus
binned the data to speed up the modelling. We commonly used
one-day bins, except for caustic crossings (when brightness vari-
ations during one night are substantial), for which we used 0.5
hr or 1 hr bins. Gaia and ASAS-SN data were not binned.
We rescaled the error bars, so that χ2/dof ∼ 1 for each data
set. The error bars were corrected using the formula σi,new =
5 https://www.blancocuaresma.com/s/iSpec
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(γσi)2 + 2. Coefficients γ and  for each data set are shown in
Table 4. The final light curve is presented in Fig. 6.
4.2. Binary lens model
The simplest model describing a microlensing event caused by
a binary system needs seven parameters: the time of the closest
approach between the source and the centre of mass of the lens
t0, the projected separation between source and barycenter of the
lens at that time u0 (in Einstein radius units), the Einstein cross-
ing time tE, the mass ratio of the lens components q, the projected
separation between two binary components s, the angle between
the source-lens relative trajectory and the binary axis α, and the
angular radius of the source ρ normalised to the Einstein radius
(Eq.1).
This simple model is insufficient to explain all features in
the light curve. We therefore included additional parameters that
describe second-order effects: the orbital motion of the Earth
(microlensing parallax) and the orbital motion of the lens. The
microlensing parallax piE = (piE,N, piE,E) is a vector quantity:
piE =
pirel
θE
µrel
µrel
, where µrel is the relative lens-source proper motion
(Gould 2000). It describes the shape of the relative lens-source
trajectory (Fig. 7). The microlensing parallax can also be mea-
sured using simultaneous observations from two separated ob-
servatories, for exmaple, from the ground and a distant satellite
(Refsdal 1966; Gould 1994). Because Gaia is located at the L2
Lagrange point (about 0.01 au from the Earth) and the Einstein
radius projected onto the observer’s plane is au/piE ≈ 2.5 au, the
magnification gradient changes by less than the data precision
throughout most of the light curve (see Fig. 8). Fortunately, two
Gaia measurements were collected near HJD′ ∼ 7714, when the
space-parallax signal is strongest due to rapid change in mag-
nification near the caustic. Therefore, we included the space-
parallax and Gaia observations in the final modelling.
The orbital motion of the lens can in the simplest scenario be
approximated as linear changes of separation s(t) = s0 + s˙(t −
t0,kep) and angle α(t) = α0 + α˙(t− t0,kep), t0,kep can be any arbitrary
moment of time and is not a fit parameter (Albrow et al. 2000).
This approximation, which works well for the majority of binary
microlensing events, is insufficient in this case.
We have to describe the orbital motion of the lens using a
full Keplerian approach (Skowron et al. 2011). This model is
parameterised by the physical relative 3D position and veloc-
ity of the secondary component relative to the primary, ∆r =
DlθE(s0, 0, sz),∆v = DlθEs0(γx, γy, γz) at time t0,kep. For a given
angular radius of the source star θ∗ and source distance Ds, we
can calculate the angular Einstein radius θE = θ∗/ρ and distance
to the lens Dl = au/(θEpiE + au/Ds). Subsequently, positions and
velocities can be transformed to orbital elements of the binary
(semi-major axis a, orbital period P, eccentricity e, inclination
i, longitude of the ascending node Ω, argument of periapsis ω,
and time of periastron tperi). These can be used to calculate the
projected position of both components on the sky at any moment
in time.
In all previous cases of binary events with significant binary
motion, Keplerian orbital motion provided only a small improve-
ment relative to the linear approximation (Skowron et al. 2011;
Shin et al. 2012). This is not the case here, because, as we show
below, the orbital period of the lens is similar to the duration of
the event (e.g. Penny et al. 2011). Modelling of this event is
an iterative process: for given microlensing parameters, we es-
timated the angular radius and distance to the source, we calcu-
lated best-fit microlensing parameters, and we repeated the pro-
cedure until all parameters converged.
The best-fit microlensing parameters are presented in Ta-
ble 5. Uncertainties were calculated using the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo approach (MCMC) (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013)
and represent 68% confidence intervals of marginalized poste-
rior distributions. We note that another degenerate solution ex-
ists for the microlensing model that differs only by the signs of
sz and γz ((sz, γz)→ −(sz, γz)). The second solution has the same
physical parameters (except for Ω→ pi−Ω and ω→ ω− pi) and
differs by the sign of the radial velocity. Thus, the degeneracy
can be broken with additional radial velocity measurements of
the lens (Skowron et al. 2011).
4.3. Source star
Spectroscopic observations of the event indicate that the source
is a K5-type giant or a super-giant. If the effective temperature
of the source were higher than 4250 K, TiO absorption features
would be invisible. If the temperature were lower than 3800 K,
these features would be stronger than those in the observed spec-
tra. Spectral modelling indicates that the effective temperature
of the source is 3933 ± 135 K. According to Houdashelt et al.
(2000), the intrinsic Johnson-Cousins colours of a star of this
spectral type and solar metallicity should be (V−R)0 = 0.83+0.03−0.12,
(V − I)0 = 1.60+0.03−0.12 and (V − K)0 = 3.64+0.11−0.37 (error bars corre-
spond to the source of K4- and M0-type, respectively).
We used a model-independent regression to calculate the ob-
served colours of the source (we used observations collected in
the Bialkow Observatory, which were calibrated to the standard
system): V − R = 0.99± 0.01 and V − I = 1.91± 0.01. Thus, the
colour excess is E(V − I) = 0.31 and E(V − R) = 0.16, consis-
tent with the standard reddening law (Cardelli et al. 1989) and
AV = 0.62.
According to the best-fitting microlensing model, the amount
of light coming from the magnified source is Vs = 16.61 ± 0.02
and Is = 14.70± 0.02. The V-band brightness of the source after
correcting for extinction is therefore V0 = 15.99 mag. Subse-
quently, we used the colour–surface brightness relations for gi-
ants from Adams et al. (2018) to estimate the angular radius of
the source: θ∗ = 9.2±0.7 µas. Because the linear radius of giants
of this spectral type is about 31 ± 6R (Dyck et al. 1996), the
source is located about 15.7 ± 3.0 kpc from the Sun, but the un-
certainties are large. For the modelling we assumed Ds = 15 kpc.
We note that the exact value of the distance has in practice a very
small effect on the final models because pis  θEpiE.
4.4. Physical parameters of the binary lens
The Gaia16aye microlensing model allows us to convert mi-
crolensing quantities into physical properties of the lensing bi-
nary system. Finite source effects over the caustics enabled us to
measure the angular Einstein radius,
θE =
θ∗
ρ
= 3.04 ± 0.24 mas
and the relative lens-source proper motion,
µrel =
θE
tE
= 10.1 ± 0.8 mas yr−1.
Because the microlensing parallax was precisely measured from
the light curve (Table 5), we were able to measure the total mass
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of the lens,
M =
θE
κpiE
= 0.93 ± 0.09M
and its distance,
Dl =
au
θEpiE + au/Ds
= 780 ± 60 pc.
The orbital parameters of the lens were calculated using the pre-
scriptions from Skowron et al. (2011) based on the full infor-
mation about the relative 3D position and velocity of the sec-
ondary star relative to the primary. All physical parameters of
the lens are given in Table 6. Figure 9 shows the orbital param-
eters and their confidence ranges as derived from the MCMC
sampling of the microlensing model. Our microlensing model
also allowed us to separate the flux from the source and the un-
magnified blended flux (that comes from the lens, as we show
below): Vblend = 17.98 ± 0.02, Rblend = 17.05 ± 0.02, and
Iblend = 16.09 ± 0.02 (Table 5).
5. Discussion
A massive follow-up campaign allowed us to collect a very de-
tailed light curve for Gaia 16aye and hence to cover the evolu-
tion of the event exhaustively. Photometric data were obtained
over a period of more than two years by a network of observers
scattered around the world. It should be emphasised that the vast
majority of the observations were taken by enthusiastic individu-
als, including both professional astronomers and amateurs, who
devoted their telescope time to this task.
The case of Gaia16aye illustrates the power of coordinated
long-term time-domain observations, which lead to a scientific
discovery. The field of microlensing has particularly well bene-
fit in the past from such follow-up observations, which resulted,
for example, in the first microlensing planetary discoveries (e.g.
Udalski et al. 2005; Beaulieu et al. 2006). This event also offered
excitement with its multiple, rapid, and often dramatic changes
in brightness. Therefore it was also essential to use tools that
facilitated the observations and data processing. Of particular
importance was the Cambridge Photometric Calibration Server
(CPCS, Zielin´ski et al. 2019), which performed the standardisa-
tion of the photometric observations collected by a large variety
of different instruments. Moreover, the operation of the CPCS
can be scripted, hence the observations could be automatically
uploaded and processed without any human intervention. This
solution helped track the evolution of the light curve, especially
at times when the event changed dramatically. The processed
observations and photometric measurements were immediately
available for everyone to view, and appropriate actions were un-
dertaken, such as an increase of the observing cadence when the
peak at the fourth caustic crossing was approached. We note that
no archival catalogues are available in I and R filters for the part
of the sky with the Gaia16aye event. All the observations car-
ried out in these filters were automatically adjusted by the CPCS
to the nearest Sloan i and r bands. This does not affect the mi-
crolensing modelling, but the standardised light curve in i and
r filters is systematically offset. On the other hand, the B−, g−
and V−band observations processed by the CPCS are calibrated
correctly to the 1% level.
In the case of Gaia16aye, the light curve contains multiple
features, which allowed us to constrain the microlensing model
uniquely, despite its complexity. In addition to the four caustic
crossings and a cusp approach, the microlensing model also pre-
dicted a smooth low-amplitude long-term bump about a year be-
fore the first caustic crossing, at about HJD’=7350. This feature
was indeed found in the Gaia data, see Fig.6. The amplitude of
this rise was about 0.1 mag, which is close to the level of Gaia’s
photometric error bars, and the signal was far too faint to trigger
an alert.
Additional confirmation of the correctness of the microlens-
ing model comes from the detection of the microlensing space-
parallax effect, see Fig.8. The offset in the timing of the fourth
caustic crossing as seen by Gaia and ground-based telescopes is
due to the distance of Gaia of 1.5 million km away from Earth.
The offset in time was 6.63h (i.e. the caustic crossing by the
source occurred first at Gaia’s location) and the amplification
difference was -0.007 mag, that is, it was brighter at Gaia. The
model from ground-based data only predicted these offsets to
within 3 minutes and 0.003 mag, respectively. This indicates our
model is unique and robust.
From the microlensing light curve analysis, we can derive an
upper limit on the amount of light emitted by the lensing object,
or constraints on the dark nature of the lens can be obtained (e.g.
Yee 2015; Wyrzykowski et al. 2016). We find that the masses
of the lens components are 0.57 ± 0.05 M and 0.36 ± 0.03 M
and that the lens is located about Dl = 780± 60 pc from the Sun.
Because the V-band absolute magnitudes of main-sequence stars
of these masses are 8.62 and 11.14 (Pecaut & Mamajek 2013),
respectively, the total brightness of the binary is V = 17.97 and
I = 16.26, assuming conservatively AV = 0.1 towards the lens.
This is consistent with the brightness and colour of the blend
(Vblend = 17.98 and Iblend = 16.09). The blended light therefore
comes from the lens, which is also consistent with the lack of
any additional sources of light on the Keck AO image. This is an
additional check that our model is correct.
The largest uncertainty in our lens mass determination comes
from the θE parameter, which we derived from the finite source
effects. Through the multiple caustic crossings, but particularly
through very detailed coverage of the fourth crossing with multi-
ple observatories, we were able to constrain the size of the source
stellar disc in units of the Einstein radius (log ρ) with an uncer-
tainty smaller than 1%. However, in order to derive θE, we relied
on the colour-angular size relation and theoretical predictions
for the de-reddened colour of the source based on its spectral
type. These may have introduced systematic errors to the angular
size and hence to the lens mass measurement. We also note that
the amount of the extinction derived based on our photometry
(AV = 0.62 mag) is significantly smaller than that measured by
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) in this direction (AV = 1.6 mag).
This and the uncertainty in the physical size of giant stars affects
the estimate of the source distance, but because the lens is very
nearby at less than 1 kpc, the source distance does not affect the
overall result of this study.
Nevertheless, an independent measurement of the Einstein
radius, and thus the final confirmation of the nature of the lens in
Gaia16aye, can be obtained in the near future from Gaia astro-
metric time-domain data. Using our photometry-based model,
we computed the positions and amplifications of the images
throughout the evolution of the event. Figure 10 shows the ex-
pected position of the combined light of all the images shown in
the frame of the centre of mass of the binary and in units of the
Einstein radius. The figure shows only the centroid motion due
to microlensing relative to the unlensed position of the source.
The moments of Gaia observations are marked with black dots.
Because θE =3.04±0.24 mas, the expected amplitude of the as-
trometric variation is about 3 mas. This should be detectable in
Gaia astrometric time-series because Gaia is expected to have
error bars in the along-scan direction of about 0.1 mas (Rybicki
et al. 2018). The estimate of θE from Gaia will be free of our
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Fig. 6. Light curve of the microlensing event Gaia16aye, showing only the data used in the microlensing model. All measurements are transformed
into the LT i-band magnitude scale.
assumptions about the intrinsic colours of the source and the in-
terstellar extinction. The actual Gaia astrometry will also include
the effects of parallax and proper motion of the source as well as
the blended light from both components of the binary lens. The
contribution of the lens brightness to the total light is about 25%,
therefore the astrometric data might also be affected by the or-
bital motion of the binary. It is worth emphasising that without
the microlensing model presented above, obtained from photo-
metric Gaia and follow-up data alone, the interpretation of the
Gaia astrometry will not be possible due to the high complexity
of the centroid motion.
Radial velocity measurements of nearby binary lenses of-
fer an additional way for post-event verification of the or-
bital parameters inferred from the microlensing model. So far,
such an attempt was successfully achieved only in the case
of OGLE-2009-BLG-020, a binary lens event with a clear or-
bital motion effect (Skowron et al. 2011). Follow-up observa-
tions from the Keck and Magellan telescopes measured the ra-
dial velocity of the binary to agree with the one predicted based
on the microlensing event full binary lens orbit solution (Yee
et al. 2016). The binary system presented in this work (to be
denoted Gaia16aye-L, with its components Gaia16aye-La and
Gaia16aye-Lb) is nearby (780 ± 60 pc) and fairly bright (I∼16.5
mag without the source star), hence such observations are ob-
tainable. The expected amplitude of the radial velocity curve of
the primary is about K≈ 7.6 km/s. We strongly encourage such
observations to be carried out in order to verify the binary solu-
tion found in microlensing.
Yet another possibility to verify the model might come from
AO or other high-resolution imaging techniques (e.g. Scott
2019) in some years when the source and the lens separate (e.g.
Jung et al. 2018). With the relative proper motion of 10.1±0.8
mas yr−1, the binary lens should become visible at a separation
of about 50 mas even in 2021.
6. Conclusions
We analysed the long-lasting event Gaia16aye, which exhibited
four caustic crossings and a cusp approach, as well as space-
parallax between the Earth and the Gaia spacecraft. The very
well-sampled light curve allowed us to determine the masses of
the binary system (0.57±0.05 M and 0.36±0.03 M) and all
its orbital components. We derived the period (2.88±0.05 years)
and semi-major axis (1.98±0.03 au), as well as the eccentricity
of the orbit (0.30±0.03). Gaia16aye is one of only a few mi-
crolensing binary systems with a full orbital solution, which of-
fers an opportunity for confirming the binary parameters with
radial velocity measurements and high-resolution imaging after
some years. This event will also be detectable as an astrometric
microlensing event in the forthcoming Gaia astrometric time-
series data.
Increasingly more such events will be detectable in the cur-
rent era of large-scale photometric surveys (e.g. Gaia, OGLE,
ZTF). With the forthcoming thousands of alerts from all over
the sky with the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), it
will become a necessity to use automated tools for transients
discovery, their follow-up and follow-up data processing in or-
der to fully identify and characterise the most interesting events.
Robotic observations of selected alerts, automated analysis of
the follow-up data, and light curve generation will soon be-
come new standards in transient time-domain astronomy. The
case of Gaia16aye shows that microlensing can be a useful tool
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Fig. 7. Caustic curves corresponding to the best-fitting model of
Gaia16aye. The lens-source relative trajectory is shown by a black
curve. The barycenter of the lens is at (0, 0) and the lens components
are located along the x -axis at time t0,kep = 7675. Caustics are plotted
at the times of caustic crossings; the large points are marked with re-
spective colours. The inset shows a zoom on the trajectory of the Earth
and Gaia at the moment of the caustic crossing around HJD′ ∼ 7714.
for studying also binary systems where the lensing is caused by
dark objects. A detection of a microlensing binary system com-
posed of black holes and neutron stars would provide informa-
tion about this elusive population of remnants that is comple-
mentary to other studies.
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Appendix A: Parameters of the telescopes taking
part in the follow-up
Table A.1 lists the instruments that were used in all telescopes
that took part in the photometric follow-up of the Gaia16aye bi-
nary microlensing event.
Appendix B:
Table B.1 contains all Gaia mean G-band photometry for
the Gaia16aye event that was collected and calibrated by
the Gaia Science Alerts system, available at the webpage
http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/alert/Gaia16aye. The typical
error bar is about 0.1 mag.
Appendix C: Photometric follow-up data
Photometric follow-up observations calibrated with the Cam-
bridge Photometric Calibration Server are gathered in table C.1.
The complete table is available in the electronic form of the arti-
cle.
Appendix D: Photometric data used in the
microlensing modelling
Photometric observations that were used in the microlensing
model are shown in table D.1. The complete table is available
in the electronic form of the article.
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Table 1. Telescopes used in the photometric follow-up observations of Gaia16aye.
Telescope code Telescope/observatory name Location Longitude [deg] Latitude [deg] Reference
AAVSO American Association of Variable Star Observers world-wide network, MA, USA – – -
Akeno50 50-cm telescope, Akeno Observatory Asao, Akeno-mura, Japan 138.30 35.47 -
APT2 Automatic Photometric Telescope 2, Serra La Nave, Mt. Etna, Italy 14.97 37.69 -
Catania Astrophysical Observatory
Aries130 1.30-m telescope, Manora Peak, Nainital, India 79.45 29.37 -
Aryabhatta Research Institute of Observational Sciences
Aristarchos Aristarchos Telescope, Helmos Observatory Mt. Helmos, Peloponnese 22.20 37.99 Goudis et al. (2010)
ASASSN All-Sky Automated Survey for Supernovae world-wide network of 20 telescopes – – Kochanek et al. (2017b)
ASV1 Astronomical Station Vidojevica 0.6 m Vidojevica, near Prokuplje, Serbia 21.56 43.14 -
ASV2 Astronomical Station Vidojevica 1.4 m Vidojevica, near Prokuplje, Serbia 21.56 43.14 -
AUT25 25-cm telescope, Akdeniz University Antalya, Turkey 30.66 36.90 -
BAS2 Rozhen 2 m, National Astronomical Observatory, Rozhen, Bulgaria 24.74 41.70 -
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
BAS50/70 Schmidt-camera 50/70 cm, National Astronomical Rozhen, Bulgaria 24.74 41.70 -
Observatory, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Bialkow Białków Observatory, Białków, Poland 16.66 51.48 -
Astronomical Institute of the University of Wrocław
C2PU C2PU-Omicron, OCA, Calern Plateau, France 6.92 43.75 -
Center for Pedagogy in Planet and Universe sciences
Conti Conti Private Observatory MD, USA -76.49 38.93 -
CrAO Crimean Astrophysical Observatory Nauchnyi, Crimea 34.01 44.73 -
DEMONEXT DEdicated MONitor of EXotransits and Transients, AZ, USA -110.60 31.67 Villanueva et al. (2018)
Winer Observatory
Foligno Foligno Observatory Perugia Province, Italy 12.70 42.96 -
HAO50 Horten Astronomical Telescope Nykirke, Horten, Norway 10.39 59.43 -
Krakow50 50-cm Cassegrain telescope, Kraków, Poland 19.82 50.05 -
Astronomical Observatory of Jagiellonian University
Kryoneri 1.2-m Kryoneri telescope, Kryoneri Observatory Mt. Kyllini, Peloponnese, Greece 22.63 38.07 Xilouris et al. (2018)
LCO-Texas Las Cumbres Observatory McDonald Observatory, TX, USA -104.02 30.67 Brown et al. (2013)
LCO-Hawaii Las Cumbres Observatory Haleakala, HI, USA -156.26 20.71 Brown et al. (2013)
Leicester University of Leicester Observatory Oadby, UK -1.07 52.61 -
Loiano 1.52 m Cassini Telescope, INAF-Bologna, Loiano, Italy 11.33 44.26 -
INAF - Bologna Observatory of Astrophysics and Space Science
LOT1m Lulin One-meter Telescope Lulin Observatory, Taiwan 120.87 23.47 -
LT Liverpool Telescope, La Palma, Spain -17.88 28.76 Steele et al. (2004)
Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory
MAO165 1.65-m Ritchey–Chretien telescope, Mole˙tai, Kulionys, Lithuania 25.56 55.32 -
Mole˙tai Astronomical Observatory
Mercator Mercator Telescope, La Palma, Spain -17.88 28.76 -
Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory
Montarrenti Montarrenti Observatory Siena, Italy 11.18 43.23 -
OHP T120, L’Observatoire de Haute-Provence St. Michel, France 5.71 43.93 -
OndrejovD50 D50 telescope, Astronomical Institute Ondrejov, Czech Rep. 14.78 49.91 -
of Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Ostrowik Cassegrain telescope, Ostrowik, Poland 21.42 52.09 -
Warsaw University Astronomical Observatory
PIRATE Physics Innovations Robotic Astronomical Tenerife, Spain -16.51 28.30 -
Telescope Explorer Mark-III, Teide Observatory Kolb et al. (2018)
pt5m 0.5m robotic telescope, La Palma, Spain -17.88 28.76 Hardy et al. (2015)
Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory
RTT150 1.5-m Russian-Turkish Telescope, Mt. Bakirlitepe, Antalya, Turkey 30.33 36.83 -
TUBITAK National Observatory
SAI 60-cm Zeiss-2 telescope, Moscow State Univercity Nauchnyi, Crimea 34.01 44.73 -
observational station of Sternberg Astronomical Institute
Salerno Salerno University Observatory Fisciano, Italy 14.79 40.78 -
SKAS-KFU28 C28 CGEM-1100 telescope, Zelenchukskaya, Caucasus, Russia 41.43 43.65 -
Zelenchukskaya Station of Kazan Federal University
Skinakas 1.3-m telescope, Skinakas Observatory Skinakas, Crete, Greece 24.90 35.21 -
SKYNET Skynet Robotic Telescope Network, WI, USA -88.56 42.57 -
41-inch telescope, Yerkes Observatory
Swarthmore24 24-inch telescope, Peter van de Kamp Observatory Swarthmore College, PA, USA -75.36 39.91 -
T60 60-cm telescope, TUBITAK National Observatory Mt. Bakirlitepe, Antalya, Turkey 30.33 36.83 -
T100 1.0-m telescope, TUBITAK National Observatory Mt. Bakirlitepe, Antalya, Turkey 30.33 36.83 -
TJO Joan Oró Telescope, Montsec Observatory Sant Esteve de la Sarga, Lleida, Spain 0.73 42.03 -
TRT-GAO Thai Robotic Telescope GAO, Yunnan Observatory Phoenix Mountain, Kunming, China 105.03 26.70 -
TRT-TNO Thai Robotic Telescope TNO, Doi Inthanon, Chiang Mai, Thailand 98.48 18.57 -
Thai National Observatory
UCLO-C14E University College London Observatory, C14 East Mill Hill, London, UK -0.24 51.61 -
UCLO-C14W University College London Observatory, C14 West Mill Hill, London, UK -0.24 51.61 -
UBT60 Akdeniz University Telescope, Mt. Bakirlitepe, Antalya, Turkey 30.33 36.83 -
TUBITAK National Observatory
Watcher 40-cm telescope, Boyden Observatory Orange Free State, South Africa 26.40 -29.04 French et al. (2004)
WHT-ACAM William Herschel Telescope, La Palma, Spain -17.88 28.76 -
Roque de Los Muchachos Observatory
Wise1m 1.0-m telescope, Wise Observatory Mitzpe Ramon, Israel 34.76 30.60 -
WiseC28 C28 Jay Baum Rich telescope, Wise Observatory Mitzpe Ramon, Israel 34.76 30.60 -
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Table 2. Summary of observations taken by the observatories involved in the photometric follow-up of Gaia16aye. In brackets we list the best-
matching filters as found by the Calibration Server. Asterisks mark data that were not uploaded to the CPCS.
Telescope code First epoch Last epoch Npoints (filter), Npoints (filter2), etc.
[HJD−2450000] [HJD−2450000]
AAVSO 7653.283 7714.561 288(V) 151(i) 95(r)
Akeno50 7711.012 7715.301 169(r)∗
APT2 7612.294 8055.256 285(B) 467(V) 439(i) 452(r)
Aries130 7714.070 7718.030 6(B) 6(V) 6(R) 6(I)
Aristarchos 8035.219 8039.086 2(B) 2(V) 1(g) 6(i) 44(r)
ASASSN 7547.097 7907.897 68(V)∗
ASV1 7929.570 8079.302 11(B) 34(V) 36(i) 28(r)
ASV2 7628.483 7924.511 42(B) 64(V) 1(g) 69(i) 73(r)
AUT25 7712.258 7715.274 136(i) 142(r)
BAS2+BAS50/70 7687.225 7933.497 8(B) 23(V) 9(g) 28(i) 31(r)
Bialkow 7619.340 8028.296 218(B) 499(V) 657(i) 641(r)
C2PU 7637.331 7878.619 8(V) 41(r)
Conti 7714.470 7714.510 38(V)
CrAO 7710.306 7871.562 639(r)
DEMONEXT 7690.672 8162.029 476(V) 483(i) 427(r)
Foligno 7654.361 7719.251 11(V)
HAO50 7818.318 8056.320 22(V)∗, 10(R)∗
Krakow50 7659.243 7919.552 17(B) 44(V) 49(i) 60(r)
Kryoneri 7652.327 8039.210 92(i) 96(r)
LCO-Texas 7663.570 7904.530 63(B) 70(V) 30(g) 29(i) 94(r)
LCO-Hawaii 6792.778 7708.778 197(gp)∗, 318(rp)∗, 518(ip)∗, 294(V)∗, 146(B)∗, 24(R)∗, 12(I)∗
Leicester 7645.461 8063.274 10(B) 9(V) 3(i) 1(r)
Loiano 7660.301 7709.269 77(B) 66(V) 108(g) 119(i) 164(r)
LOT1m 7711.936 7888.223 54(g) 59(i) 55(r)
LT 7647.327 7976.490 2(V) 362(g) 415(i) 488(r)
MAO165 7680.350 7997.400 6(B)∗ 31(V)∗ 34(R)∗ 27(I)∗
Mercator 7651.332 7657.397 7(g) 5(r)
Montarrenti 7654.280 7929.545 92(r)
OHP 7665.329 8019.350 6(V) 3(g) 11(i) 13(r)
OndrejovD50 7614.564 8095.253 397(B) 410(V) 413(i) 423(r)
Ostrowik 7619.303 7735.192 3(B) 42(V) 1(g) 185(i) 193(r)
PIRATE 7650.498 7849.748 1473(r) 713(V)
pt5m 7610.408 8094.350 205(B) 2452(V) 243(i) 266(r)
RTT150 7657.696 7937.559 114(B) 112(V) 1(g) 1(i) 1(r)
SAI 7610.282 7613.265 16(B) 16(V) 18(r)
Salerno 7651.308 7765.244 610(R)∗
SKAS-KFU28 7662.357 7846.548 124(B)∗ 158(G)∗ 170(R)∗
Skinakas 7668.246 7993.770 5(B) 1(G) 5(V) 2(g) 6(i) 5(r)
SKYNET 7670.521 7729.487 6(g) 64(i) 38(r)
Swarthmore24 7714.444 7954.598 287(i)
T60 7670.862 8436.268 1(B) 9(V) 8(r) 8(i)
T100 7637.476 7963.499 27(B) 34(V) 24(g) 21(i) 21(r)
TJO 7610.503 8090.273 485(B) 563(V) 1(g) 494(i) 524(r) 2(z)
TRT-GAO 7712.986 7886.388 3(V) 1016(r)
TRT-TNO 7833.368 7843.437 41(i) 48(r)
UCLO-C14E 7678.287 7711.319 5(V) 28(r)
UCLO-C14W 7666.399 7955.577 122(i) 44(r)
UBT60 7610.246 7715.274 279(B) 349(V) 440(i) 448(r)
Watcher 7617.004 8017.002 258(V) 264(i) 261(r)
WHT-ACAM 7701.314 7701.375 26(g) 30(i) 30(r)
Wise1m 7654.236 7749.173 305(i)
WiseC28 7652.396 7660.294 25(i)
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Table 3. Summary of the spectroscopic observations of Gaia16aye.
Spectrum Observation date Wavelength range Telescope – Instrument
ID HJD (Å)
LT 1 2457612.900668 4200 – 7994 Liverpool Telescope – SPRAT
LT 2 2457617.940097 4200 – 7994 Liverpool Telescope – SPRAT
LT 3 2457643.845837 4200 – 7994 Liverpool Telescope – SPRAT
WHT 1 2457701.3045827 4303 – 9500 William Herschel Telescope – ACAM
Palomar 1 2457662.1047682 3100 – 10200 Palomar Hale Telescope – DBSP
Palomar 2 2457932.6881373 3800 – 10000 Palomar Hale Telescope – DBSP
INT 1 2457703.4230518 7550 – 9000 Isaac Newton Telescope – IDS; R831R grating
INT 2 2457706.3547417 7550 – 9000 Isaac Newton Telescope – IDS; R831R grating
INT 3 2457712.2970278 7500 – 8795 Isaac Newton Telescope – IDS; R1200Y grating
INT 4 2457713.2967616 7500 – 8795 Isaac Newton Telescope – IDS; R1200Y grating
INT 5 2457714.2949097 7500 – 8795 Isaac Newton Telescope – IDS; R1200Y grating
Asiago 1 2457612.430953 3320 – 7880 1.22m Reflector – DU440A-BU2
Asiago 2 2457623.364186 4160 – 6530 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; GR07 grating
Asiago 3a 2457700.264730 8200 – 9210 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH5 grating
Asiago 3b 2457700.275567 5000 – 9280 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH6 grating
Asiago 4a 2457700.260113 8200 – 9210 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH5 grating
Asiago 4b 2457700.270951 5000 – 9280 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH6 grating
Asiago 5a 2457722.263836 8200 – 9210 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH5 grating
Asiago 5b 2457722.235417 5000 – 9280 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH6 grating
Asiago 6a 2457723.246689 8200 – 9210 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH5 grating
Asiago 6b 2457723.204078 5000 – 9280 1.82m Reflector – AFOSC; VPH6 grating
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Table 4. Data sets used in the modelling
Observatory Filter Number γ 
Gaia G 53 1.4 0.0
Bialkow I 72 1.15 0.005
APT2 I 156 1.70 0.01
LT i 94 1.15 0.005
DEMONEXT I 110 1.35 0.005
Swarthmore I 19 1.00 0.00
UBT60 I 18 1.00 0.005
ASAS-SN V 68 1.45 0.01
Table 5. Best-fit microlensing model parameters of the Gaia16aye bi-
nary event.
Parameter Value
t0 (HJD′) 7674.738 ± 0.057
u0 0.0400 ± 0.0014
tE (d) 111.09 ± 0.41
piE,N −0.373 ± 0.002
piE,E −0.145 ± 0.001
log ρ −2.519 ± 0.003
q 0.639 ± 0.004
s0 1.007 ± 0.002
α (rad) 5.339 ± 0.002
sz 0.404 ± 0.028
γx (yr−1) 0.384 ± 0.009
γy (yr−1) 0.591 ± 0.012
γz (yr−1) −1.121 ± 0.032
Is (mag) 14.70 ± 0.02
Iblend (mag) 16.09 ± 0.02
Rs (mag) 15.62 ± 0.02
Rblend (mag) 17.05 ± 0.02
Vs (mag) 16.61 ± 0.02
Vblend (mag) 17.98 ± 0.02
HJD′ = HJD − 2450000. We adopt t0,par = t0,kep = 7675.
Table 6. Physical parameters of the binary lens system.
Parameter Value
θE (mas) 3.04 ± 0.24
µrel (mas/yr) 10.1 ± 0.8
M1 (M) 0.57 ± 0.05
M2 (M) 0.36 ± 0.03
Dl (pc) 780 ± 60
a (au) 1.98 ± 0.03
P (yr) 2.88 ± 0.05
e 0.30 ± 0.03
i (deg) 65.5 ± 0.7
Ω (deg) −169.4 ± 0.9
ω (deg) −30.5 ± 3.8
tperi (HJD′) 8170 ± 14
Uncertainties of orbital parameters do not include the uncertainty in θ∗
and Ds. We adopt θ∗ = 9.2 µas and Ds = 15 kpc.
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Table A.1. Photometric instruments used in the follow-up observations of Gaia16aye.
Telescope code Mirror size [m] Instrument Pixel scale [arcsec]
AAVSO – – –
Akeno50 0.5 3 x Apogee Alta U6 1.64
APT2 0.8 e2v CCD230-42 0.93
Aries130 1.30 CCD Andor DZ436 0.54
Aristarchos 2.3 VersArray 2048B 0.16
ASASSN 0.14 FLI ProLine230 7.80
ASV1 0.6 SBIG ST10 XME 0.23
Apogee Alta E47 0.45
ASV2 1.4 Apogee Alta U42 0.24
AUT25 0.25 QSI532swg 0.71
BAS2 2.0 CCD VersArray 1300B 0.74
Photometrics for FoReRo2 system 0.88
BAS50/70 0.5/0.7 FLI ProLine16803 1.08
Bialkow 0.6 Andor iKon DW432-BV 0.61
C2PU 1.04 SBIG ST16803 0.56
Conti 0.28 SX694 mono CCD 0.56
CrAO 0.2 SBIG ST8300M 1.10
DEMONEXT 0.5 Fairchild CCD3041 2k x 2k array 0.90
Foligno 0.3 Nikon D90 0.76
HAO50 0.5 ATIK314+ 0.67
Krakow50 0.5 Apogee Alta U42 0.42
Kryoneri 1.2 Andor Zyla 5.5 0.40
LCO-Texas 1.0 Sinistro 4k x 4k 0.39
LCO-Hawaii 0.4 SBIG STL-6303 3k x 2k 1.14
2.0 Spectral 4k x 4k 0.30
Leicester 0.5 SBIG ST2000XM (before 2017 Nov) 0.89
Moravian G3-11000 (after 2017 Nov) 1.08
Loiano 1.52 BFOSC 0.58
LOT1m 1.0 Apogee Alta U42 0.35
LT 2.0 IO:O e2v CCD231 0.27
MAO165 1.65 Apogee Alta U47 0.51
Mercator 1.2 Merope 0.19
Montarrenti 0.53 Apogee Alta U47 1.16
OHP 1.2 1k x 1k CCD 0.67
OndrejovD50 0.5 CCD FLI IMG 4710 1.18
Ostrowik 0.6 CCD 512 x 512 Tektronix 0.76
PIRATE 0.42 FLI ProLine16803 0.63
pt5m 0.5 QSI532 CCD 0.28
RTT150 1.5 TFOSC 0.39
SAI 0.6 Apogee Aspen CG42 0.76
Salerno 0.6 FLI ProLine230 0.60
SKAS-KFU28 0.28 QSI 583wsg 0.40
Skinakas 1.3 Andor DZ436 0.28
SKYNET 1.0 512 x 512 CCD 48um 1.21
Swarthmore24 0.6 Apogee Alta U16M 0.38
T60 0.6 FLI ProLine3041 0.51
T100 1.0 4k x 4k CCD 0.31
TJO 0.8 MEIA e2V CCD42-40 0.36
TRT-GAO 0.7 Andor iKon-L 936 0.61
TRT-TNO 0.5 Andor iKon-L 936 0.68
UCLO-C14E 0.35 SBIG STL6303E 0.86
UCLO-C14W 0.35 SBIG STL6303E 0.86
UBT60 0.6 Apogee Alta U47 0.68
Watcher 0.4 Andor iXon EM+ 0.60
WHT-ACAM 4.2 ACAM 0.25
Wise1m 1.0 PI camera 0.58
WiseC28 0.71 FLI ProLine16801 0.83
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Table B.1. Gaia photometric measurements of the Gaia16aye mi-
crolensing event. The full table is available in the electronic form of
the article. TCB is the barycentric coordinate time.
Observation date average
TCB JD G mag
2014-10-30 20:50:59 2456961.369 15.48
2014-10-30 22:37:33 2456961.443 15.48
2015-02-15 09:54:03 2457068.913 15.44
2015-02-15 14:07:43 2457069.089 15.44
2015-02-15 15:54:18 2457069.163 15.45
2015-03-09 08:16:20 2457090.845 15.45
2015-03-09 10:02:55 2457090.919 15.43
2015-03-09 14:16:35 2457091.095 15.45
2015-03-09 16:03:10 2457091.169 15.45
2015-05-20 19:20:37 2457163.306 15.45
2015-06-10 03:08:39 2457183.631 15.47
2015-07-25 13:45:22 2457229.073 15.45
2015-08-04 00:05:24 2457238.504 15.45
2015-08-04 01:51:58 2457238.578 15.46
2015-10-08 06:23:08 2457303.766 15.40
2015-11-11 05:44:30 2457337.739 15.35
2015-12-18 09:29:34 2457374.896 15.35
2015-12-18 11:16:08 2457374.970 15.35
2016-01-08 03:37:06 2457395.651 15.35
2016-01-08 05:23:40 2457395.725 15.35
2016-01-08 09:37:20 2457395.901 15.39
2016-01-08 11:23:54 2457395.975 15.34
2016-02-27 21:18:55 2457446.388 15.48
2016-02-27 23:05:29 2457446.462 15.38
2016-02-28 03:19:09 2457446.638 15.39
2016-03-23 23:08:54 2457471.465 15.40
2016-04-25 22:50:35 2457504.452 15.39
2016-06-02 20:18:57 2457542.346 15.52
2016-06-20 04:10:13 2457559.674 15.23
2016-08-05 00:53:51 2457605.537 14.18
2016-08-05 02:40:25 2457605.611 14.19
2016-08-05 06:54:05 2457605.788 14.40
2016-08-05 08:40:39 2457605.862 14.25
2016-08-15 13:00:28 2457616.042 15.26
2016-08-15 14:47:02 2457616.116 15.05
2016-09-27 13:28:36 2457659.062 13.67
2016-10-21 05:33:20 2457682.731 14.09
2016-11-21 17:05:46 2457714.212 12.81
2016-11-21 18:52:20 2457714.286 13.00
2017-01-02 12:24:22 2457756.017 14.91
2017-01-02 16:38:01 2457756.193 14.94
2017-01-02 18:24:35 2457756.267 14.91
2017-01-20 10:48:21 2457773.950 14.75
2017-01-20 12:34:55 2457774.024 14.77
2017-01-20 16:48:35 2457774.200 14.75
2017-01-20 18:35:09 2457774.274 14.78
2017-03-10 23:52:28 2457823.495 14.53
2017-03-11 01:39:02 2457823.569 14.56
2017-04-07 23:48:22 2457851.492 14.45
2017-04-08 01:34:57 2457851.566 14.47
2017-05-07 11:34:44 2457880.982 13.96
2017-05-07 13:21:19 2457881.056 13.98
2017-06-16 16:39:01 2457921.194 14.87
2017-08-16 09:12:15 2457981.884 15.26
2017-08-16 10:58:49 2457981.958 15.27
2017-08-28 17:04:45 2457994.212 15.32
2017-08-28 21:18:24 2457994.388 15.29
2017-10-08 14:08:21 2458035.089 15.4
2017-10-08 15:54:55 2458035.163 15.41
2017-11-04 03:39:50 2458061.653 15.55
2017-12-03 09:23:18 2458090.891 15.53
2018-01-18 19:12:05 2458137.300 15.53
2018-01-18 20:58:40 2458137.374 15.53
2018-01-19 01:12:20 2458137.550 15.52
2018-01-19 07:12:33 2458137.800 15.54
2018-02-04 19:23:34 2458154.308 15.52
2018-02-04 21:10:08 2458154.382 15.51
2018-02-05 01:23:49 2458154.558 15.51
2018-02-05 03:10:23 2458154.632 15.51
2018-03-23 01:03:21 2458200.544 15.54
2018-04-22 12:49:53 2458231.035 15.54
2018-04-22 14:36:27 2458231.109 15.56
2018-05-19 00:41:48 2458257.529 15.53
2018-06-30 07:22:25 2458299.807 15.56
2018-07-12 01:29:24 2458311.562 15.58
... ...
Table C.1. Photometric follow-up observations of Gaia16aye. ID de-
notes the unique id of the observation in the Calibration Server.
ID MJD Magnitude Error Filter Observatory/Observer
[d] [mag] [mag]
41329 57609.74664 16.635 0.052 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41348 57609.74742 14.914 0.012 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41367 57609.74819 14.108 0.006 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41386 57609.74897 13.375 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41330 57609.74978 16.548 0.037 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41349 57609.75055 14.907 0.010 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41368 57609.75133 14.102 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41387 57609.75210 13.378 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41331 57609.75281 16.600 0.037 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41350 57609.75359 14.897 0.010 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41369 57609.75436 14.117 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41388 57609.75514 13.374 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41332 57609.75588 16.504 0.035 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41351 57609.75665 14.902 0.010 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41370 57609.75743 14.105 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41389 57609.75820 13.399 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41333 57609.75896 16.538 0.035 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41352 57609.75973 14.904 0.010 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41371 57609.76051 14.117 0.006 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41390 57609.76128 13.403 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
54690 57609.78240 14.202 0.009 r SAI A.Zubareva
54689 57609.78569 16.528 0.024 B SAI A.Zubareva
54680 57609.78902 16.544 0.016 B SAI A.Zubareva
54663 57609.79078 14.974 0.007 V SAI A.Zubareva
54681 57609.79218 14.148 0.005 r SAI A.Zubareva
54682 57609.79395 16.539 0.019 B SAI A.Zubareva
41334 57609.79522 16.599 0.024 B UBT60 V.Bakis
54664 57609.79569 14.971 0.008 V SAI A.Zubareva
41353 57609.79600 14.884 0.008 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41372 57609.79677 14.082 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
54683 57609.79711 14.167 0.005 r SAI A.Zubareva
41391 57609.79755 13.355 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
54684 57609.79888 16.583 0.020 B SAI A.Zubareva
54665 57609.80063 15.014 0.009 V SAI A.Zubareva
54685 57609.80202 14.168 0.005 r SAI A.Zubareva
54686 57609.80373 14.178 0.005 r SAI A.Zubareva
41335 57609.80477 16.605 0.026 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41354 57609.80554 14.876 0.008 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41373 57609.80632 14.102 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41392 57609.80709 13.374 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41336 57609.80787 16.549 0.025 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41355 57609.80864 14.864 0.008 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41374 57609.80942 14.106 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41393 57609.81019 13.380 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41337 57609.81094 16.488 0.025 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41356 57609.81171 14.884 0.008 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41375 57609.81249 14.102 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41394 57609.81326 13.382 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
41338 57609.81405 16.492 0.027 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41357 57609.81483 14.879 0.008 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41376 57609.81560 14.101 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41395 57609.81638 13.374 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
40186 57609.90821 17.158 0.134 B pt5m L.Hardy
40187 57609.90927 16.939 0.116 B pt5m L.Hardy
40188 57609.91009 16.548 0.098 B pt5m L.Hardy
40189 57609.91092 14.917 0.022 V pt5m L.Hardy
40190 57609.91181 14.964 0.021 V pt5m L.Hardy
40191 57609.91263 14.958 0.022 V pt5m L.Hardy
40192 57609.91346 14.132 0.009 r pt5m L.Hardy
40193 57609.91457 14.188 0.011 r pt5m L.Hardy
40194 57609.91540 14.106 0.010 r pt5m L.Hardy
40195 57609.91640 13.439 0.010 i pt5m L.Hardy
40196 57609.91751 13.448 0.009 i pt5m L.Hardy
40197 57609.91834 13.453 0.010 i pt5m L.Hardy
40268 57610.00399 16.522 0.014 B TJO U.Burgaz
40271 57610.01489 15.002 0.006 V TJO U.Burgaz
40272 57610.01842 14.956 0.020 V TJO U.Burgaz
40274 57610.03669 13.107 0.055 i TJO U.Burgaz
40275 57610.04022 13.293 0.011 i TJO U.Burgaz
40276 57610.04375 13.388 0.004 i TJO U.Burgaz
54687 57610.05719 16.491 0.057 B SAI A.Zubareva
54666 57610.05894 14.977 0.018 V SAI A.Zubareva
54688 57610.06035 14.192 0.009 r SAI A.Zubareva
41339 57610.76348 16.499 0.029 B UBT60 V.Bakis
41358 57610.76424 14.805 0.009 V UBT60 V.Bakis
41377 57610.76499 14.009 0.005 r UBT60 V.Bakis
41396 57610.76576 13.285 0.005 i UBT60 V.Bakis
... ... ... ... . ...
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Table D.1. Photometric follow-up observations of Gaia16aye used in
the model. Observatory codes: 1 Gaia (G), 2 Bialkow (I), 3 APT2 (I),
4 LT (i), 5 DEMONEXT (I), 6 Swarthmore (I), 7 UBT60 (I), and 8
ASAS-SN (V). The full data set is available in the on-line version of the
paper.
HJD [d] Magnitude [mag] Error [mag] Observatory code
2456961.36775 15.480 0.010 1
2456961.44175 15.480 0.010 1
2457068.91154 15.440 0.010 1
... ... ... ...
2457619.36442 14.350 0.009 2
2457623.42542 14.323 0.006 2
2457625.43582 14.320 0.006 2
... ... ... ...
2457612.33545 13.127 0.013 3
2457613.46778 12.894 0.003 3
2457614.40174 12.293 0.003 3
... ... ... ...
2457647.43662 14.256 0.007 4
2457648.33147 14.245 0.009 4
2457649.33125 12.208 0.004 4
... ... ... ...
2457690.67443 13.433 0.007 5
2457691.65978 13.433 0.006 5
2457692.59705 13.428 0.006 5
... ... ... ...
2457714.45266 12.246 0.003 6
2457714.46433 12.261 0.004 6
2457714.47873 12.280 0.005 6
... ... ... ...
2457610.28565 13.379 0.007 7
2457611.30428 13.286 0.005 7
2457616.35217 14.400 0.010 7
... ... ... ...
2457467.10912 17.020 0.170 8
2457489.03978 17.940 0.330 8
2457512.02932 18.110 0.290 8
... ... ... ...
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